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ABSTRACT: Mesoscale eddies, the weather system of the oceans, although being on the scales

of $ (20-100 km), have a disproportionate role in shaping the mean stratification, which varies

on the scale of $ (1000 km). With the increase in computational power, we are now able to

partially resolve the eddies in basin-scale and global ocean simulations, a model resolution often

referred to as mesoscale permitting. It is well known, however, that due to grid-scale numerical

viscosity, mesoscale-permitting simulations have less energetic eddies and consequently weaker

eddy feedback onto the mean flow. In this study, we run a quasi-geostrophic model at mesoscale-

resolving resolution in a double gyre configuration and formulate a deterministic closure for the

eddy rectification term of potential vorticity (PV), namely, the eddy PV flux divergence. Our

closure successfully reproduces the spatial patterns and magnitude of eddy kinetic and potential

energy diagnosed from the mesoscale-resolving model. One novel point about our approach is that

we account for non-local eddy feedbacks onto the mean flow by solving the ‘sub-grid’ eddy PV

equation prognostically in addition to the mean PV.
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1. Introduction20

In the field of fluid dynamics and turbulence, formulating a closure for the governing equations21

has been a long standing problem (Smagorinsky 1963; Launder et al. 1975). Resolving the flow22

down to the molecular scale where kinetic energy is dissipated to internal energy due to molecular23

viscosity is usually not feasible, whether in observations or a numerical model. Particularly in the24

field of geophysical fluid dynamics (GFD) where the scales of interest span up to $ (1000 km),25

resolving the molecular scale is practically unachievable and will remain so for the foreseeable26

future. Due to the lack of resolution, a numerical model will only solve the governing equations for27

the “resolved” field, and some work has to be done to account for the “unresolved” field. A large28

effort in GFD has been, therefore, to formulate a closure for the unresolved field, i.e. represent the29

unresolved field with the resolved momentum and/or tracer field (e.g. Mellor and Yamada 1982;30

Redi 1982; Gent and McWilliams 1990; Bachman et al. 2017).31

The ocean component of climate models suffer from this issue because they hardly resolve the32

mesoscale eddies (horizontal scale of$ (10−100) km). This is problematic because the unresolved33

(small-scale) field not only drains energy from the resolved (large-scale) field but also partially34

feeds back onto the resolved field by fluxing momentum and buoyancy back into the latter and so35

modifies the dynamics of the large-scale flow (Vallis 2006; Arbic et al. 2013; Aluie et al. 2018;36

Ajayi et al. 2021). Modelling studies with varying spatial resolution have shown that only partially37

resolving the mesoscale results in weaker mesoscale eddies, and consequently weaker feedback38

onto large-scale flows. It is also well known that mesoscale eddies exert a strong influence39

on oceanic jets such as the Gulf Stream (Chassignet and Xu 2017; Kjellsson and Zanna 2017;40

Chassignet and Xu 2021). Considering the impact of the jets on global tracer transport and air-sea41

interaction (Kelly et al. 2010; Tréguier et al. 2014; Jones and Cessi 2018; Bellucci et al. 2020),42

improving the representation of the eddy feedback onto the jet has climate implications. Hence,43

there has been a growing effort to represent the inverse cascade of kinetic energy otherwise lost44

to grid-scale numerical viscosity at mesoscale-permitting resolution, a process often referred to as45

energy backscattering parameterizations (e.g. Zanna et al. 2017; Berloff 2018; Jansen et al. 2019;46

Bachman 2019; Juricke et al. 2019; Perezhogin 2019; Zanna and Bolton 2020, and references47

therein). Our study here is in the same realm of parameterization studies in which we aim to48
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improve the large-scale state by parameterizing the net mesoscale feedback onto the large-scale49

flow.50

Specifically, the goal of our study is to formulate a deterministic closure and hence a model51

for the eddy dynamics. Such approach is not new; for example, Jansen et al. (2019), Juricke52

et al. (2019) and Perezhogin (2019) implement a prognostic equation for the sub-grid (unresolved)53

eddy energy and achieve the backscattering via a negative viscosity. One notable difference in54

our method is that while many previous studies have formulated their parameterizations based on55

a local closure (i.e. relating the eddy momentum/buoyancy flux locally at each grid point to the56

resolvedmomentum/buoyancy), we construct our closure by incorporating basin-scale information.57

This is motivated by the fact that Venaille et al. (2011) and Grooms et al. (2013) have shown that58

the eddy feedback on the large-scale flow is strongly non-local. We also focus on the sub-grid59

potential vorticity (PV) equation rather than sub-grid energy within the quasi-geostrophic (QG)60

framework. The QG framework has been shown to be fruitful in examining the eddy-mean flow61

interaction and formulating eddy closures (e.g. Marshall et al. 2012; Porta Mana and Zanna 2014;62

Mak et al. 2016; Berloff 2018). In particular, Berloff et al. (2021) have shown some success in63

accounting for the non-local eddy feedback by solving for the sub-grid QGPV equation. Here,64

we propose an alternative strategy to achieve a deterministic closure for the sub-grid PV. This65

approach of prognostically solving for the sub-grid dynamics is sometimes referred to as super66

parameterization and has been commonly implemented for atmospheric or oceanic convection (e.g.67

Randall et al. 2003; Khairoutdinov et al. 2005; Campin et al. 2011). In this paper, we will provide a68

proof of concept of this super parameterization approach with a QG model. The goal of this paper69

is indeed to see how a QG model can handle the small-scale eddy dynamics given a prescribed70

large-scale background flow.71

The paper is organized as follows: we describe our QG model configuration in section 2 and in72

particular the (sub-grid) eddy PV model in section 2b. We propose a closure for the sub-grid PV73

model and detail on its performance in section 3. A proof of concept of a prognostic implementation74

of our super parameterization is given in section 4. We give our conclusions in section 5. The75

reader interested in reproducing our results will find all the technical details in the appendices.76
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2. Model and methods77

a. The control run78

We adopt the QG framework in order to describe the well known double gyre circulation in an79

idealized midlatitude ocean basin. This model is known to capture both the large-scale and small-80

scale variability of the ocean with a relatively coarse vertical resolution (cf. Berloff 2015). The QG81

formalism is meant to describe dynamical regimes for a prescribed background stratification #2
82

and Coriolis parameter 5 . Two ingredients are necessary to reproduce the double gyre pattern: the83

planetary vorticity must vary with latitude and the wind forcing must be cyclonic in the northern84

part of the domain and anticyclonic in the southern part of the domain. In order to satisfy the85

first condition, we work with the V-plane approximation such that the Coriolis parameter 5 varies86

linearly with latitude. This sets the planetary scale !V = 50/V which is large compared to the87

deformation scale '3 = #�/ 50, (with � the depth of the ocean and 50 the average value of the88

Coriolis parameter in the domain). In this formalism, the main dynamical variable is the QG89

potential vorticity (PV) defined as90

@ =∇2k +Γkdef
= Lk, (1)

with k the stream function, ∇2 the horizontal Laplace operator and91

Γ
def
=
m

mI

5 2
0
#2

m

mI
(2)

the vertical stretching operator. The horizontal velocity is defined as92

D = −mk
mH

and E =
mk

mG
, (3)

and the buoyancy is defined as93

1 = 50
mk

mI
. (4)

The equation of evolution of PV is94

m@

mC
+ � (k,@) + VE = �4∇4@ + A1∇2k +� , (5)
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with95

� (0, 1) = m0
mG

m1

mH
− m0
mH

m1

mG
, (6)

the Jacobian operator, which corresponds to the non-linear advective term, �4 the bi-harmonic96

viscosity, A1 the bottom friction coefficient which parameterizes a bottom Ekman layer (and is thus97

non-zero in the lower layer only), and � the forcing resulting from an Ekman pumping in a thin98

Ekman layer at the surface and is thus non-zero in the upper layer only. We build the numerical99

version of this model in the Basilisk framework (Popinet 2015, www.basilisk.fr).100

We solve Eqs. (5) and (1) in a horizontal square domain with side ! = 5000 km and of vertical101

extension � = 5000 m. We discretize these equations with 512× 512 horizontal points (which102

correspond to a horizontal resolution of slightly less than 10 km) and 4 vertical layers of thickness103

ℎ1 = 238 m, ℎ2 = 476 m, ℎ3 = 953 m and ℎ4 = 3333 m (from top to bottom). We adjust the104

background stratification #2 to mimic the stratification in middle of the subtropical gyre in the105

North Atlantic such that at each layer interface, we have #2
1.5 = 1.7×10−5 s−2, #2

2.5 = 1.1×10−5 s−2,106

#2
3.5 = 3.2× 10−7 s−2, from top to bottom. The average value of the Coriolis parameter is 50 =107

9.3×10−5 s−1 and V = 1.7×10−11 m−1 s−1. For these parameters, the three deformation radii are108

'31 = 25 km, '32 = 10 km and '33 = 7 km. Note that these deformation radii correspond to109

the inverse squared eigenvalue of the vertical stretching operator. At this resolution we choose110

�4 = 6.25×109 m4 s−1, and a spindown timescale A1 = 1/166 days (which corresponds to a bottom111

Ekman layer of thickness X4 = 7.5 m).112

We solve the elliptic equation (Eq. 1) with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions k = 0113

on the sides (corresponding to no flux boundary condition) and homogeneous Neumann boundary114

conditions 1 = kI = 0 at the top and bottom boundaries.115

The forcing is116

� =
∇×τ
d0ℎ1

, with g = g0 sin3
(cH
!

)
. (7)

We use a a cubic sine function in the definition of the wind in order to reproduce a narrow117

midlatitude atmospheric jet. For such a narrow jet, the boundary between the positive and negative118

area of the wind stress curl pattern is sharper than if we use the traditional cosine shape for the119

wind pattern. We choose g0 = 0.25 Nm−2 which is an acceptable value for the difference between120

the maximum and minimum value of the wind in the North Atlantic (Josey et al. 2002). We have121
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also kept the wind stress axisymmetric as our interest is on eddy time scales and not low-frequency122

variability (Berloff et al. 2007).123

To integrate the model in time, we first perform a spin up phase of 80 years at low resolution124

(78.13 km) followed by another 80 years at the prescribed resolution (9.77 km). After this spin up125

of 160 years in total, the model is in a statistically steady state. We show in Fig. 1, the meridional126

profile of the wind stress and snapshot of the local Rossby number (i.e. relative vorticity normalized127

by 50). Except in the region of the separated jet, the local Rossby number is much smaller than128

unity, consistent with the QG scaling. Henceforth, we refer to this run as the CTRL run.129
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Fig. 1: A schematic of the four-layer configuration with a rigid lid and flat bottom (a). The
background stratification is prescribed at the layer interfaces. (b) The meridional profile of the
wind stress and a snapshot of the surface relative vorticity normalized by 50. Note that the wind
pattern takes only positive values: we could have added a term −g0/2 in the definition of the wind
in Eq. (7), however this is only cosmetic because this additional term does not impact the wind
stress curl, which is what ultimately matters in QG dynamics.

b. Mean flow and eddy models130

In order to set up the framework for parameterization, we perform a Reynolds decomposition of131

each dynamical variable as the sum of its mean (denoted with an overbar) and a perturbation about132

the mean (denoted with a prime) as shown here for the stream function133

k = k +k′ . (8)
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We leave the definition of the ‘mean’ intentionally vague for now to keep the arguments general.134

If we use this decomposition in the equation of evolution of PV, we get135

m

mC
(@ + @′) + � (k +k′, @ + @′) + V(E + E′) = �4∇4(@ + @′) + A1∇2(k +k′) +� , (9)

and if we take the mean of this equation, we get136

m@

mC
+ � (k,@) + VE = �4∇4@ + A1∇2k− � (k′, @′) +� . (10)

The term � (k′, @′) =∇ · (u′@′) is known as the eddy rectification of the large-scale flow. At this137

point, it is common in eddy parameterization studies to reinterpret the ‘mean’ flow as the resolved138

flow of a coarse resolution model and formulate a closure to model the contributions from the139

sub-grid flow onto the resolved flow. Namely, the eddy rectification is the sub-grid feedback that140

many studies seek to parameterize (e.g. Eden 2010; Marshall et al. 2012; Mana and Zanna 2014;141

Mak et al. 2016; Berloff 2018). The reinterpretation is based on the expectation that the reduction142

in variability resulting from the averaging operator would mimic the partially resolved variability143

at mesoscale-permitting resolution.144

Awell known approach to parameterize the role of the eddies on the mean flow is to approximate145

the eddy PV flux by a term that is proportional to the local gradient of the mean PV (Gent and146

McWilliams 1990):147

u′@′ ≈ ^GM∇(Γk) , (11)

with ^GM an eddy diffusivity coefficient and Γk, the vertical stretching component of PV. In148

effect, this term corresponds to the diffusion of the thickness of an isopycnal layer or a skew149

diffusion (Griffies 1998). So the GM parameterization belongs to the class of “down-gradient”150

parameterizations and its effect is always to flatten isopycnal surfaces.151

In the present study, we want to overcome the down gradient parameterization and we are going152

to explicitly model the (sub-grid) eddy dynamics with an independent model in order to formulate153

a parameterization for the eddy rectification. The equation for the (sub-grid) eddy dynamics can154
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be obtained by taking the difference between Eq. (9) and Eq. (10)155

m@′

mC
+ � (k′, @′) + � (k,@′) + � (k′, @) + VE′ = �4∇4@′+ A1∇2k′+ � (k′, @′) +�′ , (12)

Note that the presence of � (k′, @′) in this equation is somewhat cumbersome because to simulate156

the eddy equation, which we propose as the independent model, requires a priori knowledge157

of the eddy rectification term (viz. the mean properties of eddy-eddy interaction) as a forcing158

which renders the eddy model meaningless. As we shall see in section 3a, if we run the eddy159

model without this term, we get a poor representation of the eddy field. The crux of this paper160

is a proposition to parameterize this term with a modification of the definition of the mean (see161

section 3).162

c. Mean flow and eddy dynamics in the full model163

We first analyze the output of reference run (CTRL) which is a mesoscale-resolving simulation.164

We recall that this model solves the full PV equation (Eq. 5): we decompose the output of that165

simulation into a mean and an eddy flow. We perform this decomposition with a time mean. For166

the remainder of this study, the averaging operator (·) is defined as a time mean; note that because167

the forcing is stationary, � = � and �′ = 0, and so the time mean is similar to an ensemble mean168

here under the ergodic assumption. We will consider the mean and eddy flow diagnosed from the169

CTRL run as the “truth”. We will then use these diagnostics to validate the model of the eddy170

dynamics only (section 3).171

The stream function of the full model exhibits a standard double gyre pattern with an strong ed-172

dying jet that separate the cyclonic and anticylconic gyres. Such pattern has already been observed173

and described in numerous studies; we wish however to highlight the mean/eddy decomposition174

from an energetic perspective. In quasi geostrophy, the total energy is the sum of potential energy175

%� =
1
2
12

#2 , (13)

and kinetic energy176

 � =
1
2
(D2 + E2) , (14)
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and since potential and kinetic energies are quadratic quantities, we write their time average as177

%� =
1
2
1

2

#2 +
1
2
1′2

#2
def
= %� +%�′, (15)

178

 � =
1
2
(D2 + E2) + 1

2
(D′2 + E′2)def=  � + �′ , (16)

with %� and  � the potential and kinetic energy of the time mean flow and %�′ and  �′ the179

mean potential and kinetic energy of the eddy flow.180

We plot in Fig. 2a, a snapshot of the eddy kinetic energy in the upper layer. We find at least two181

distinct dynamical regimes: (i) the eddying jet with  �′ on the order of 0.5 m2 s−2 (corresponding182

to a velocity of |D′| ∼ 1 ms−1). The intensity of the jet decreases downstream (eastward). (ii) a183

region with moderate eddies in the middle of each gyre; the magnitude of these eddies increases184

from East to West but their overall intensity is order  �′ ∼ 0.04 m2 s−2 (|D′| ∼ 0.2 ms−1). There185

are other dynamical regions such as quiescent zone with no eddies at all at the same latitude as the186

jet but near the eastern boundary, and the regions near the northern and southern boundaries.187

We plot with the same colorbar the eddy potential energy for the same snapshot (Fig. 2b). We188

observe that the magnitude of %�′ is similar to the magnitude of  �′ consistent with the QG189

scaling. We plot in Figs. 2c and 2d the mean eddy kinetic energy and mean eddy potential energy.190

The eddy potential energy and eddy kinetic energy exhibit similar patterns and are maximal in the191

jet. The maximum value of eddy energy in the jet area reflects the meandering jet. These meanders192

are strongest near the western boundary and decrease in amplitude moving east.193

The energy stored in the mean flow exhibits a radically different pattern than the eddy energy194

(Figs. 2e and 2f). The QG model exhibit the standard result that most of the large-scale energy is195

stored in the form of potential energy and only a small fraction of large-scale energy is stored in196

the form of kinetic energy. Note that the colorbar in Fig. 2f is extended by a factor 20 compared to197

the other plots because there is approximately 20 times more potential energy than kinetic energy198

in the large-scale flow. This result corresponds to the traditional view of the ocean circulation199

(%� � %�′ ∼  �′ >  �), expressed here in the QG framework. In Fig. 2f, we see the bowl shape200

of the anticylconic gyre in the southern part of the domain (and respectively the dome shape of the201

cyclonic gyre in the northern part of the domain). Potential energy is maximum in the middle of202
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the gyre where the buoyancy anomaly is maximum. The mean jet is much less energetic as shown203

in the kinetic energy panel (Fig. 2e).204

d. Vorticity balance of the mean flow205

For sufficiently long integration, the first term in the mean flow (Eq. 10) will eventually vanish.206

There is thus a balance between the remaining terms of the mean PV equation. We only focus here207

on the rectification term that we plot in Fig. 3. We plot in Fig. 3a the raw estimate of this term208

(� (k′, @′)) computed with 500 independent snapshots that are 60 days apart (which corresponds209

to the eddy decorrelation time scale, not shown). And we plot in Fig. 3b the smoothed version210

where we average 16 neighboring grid points and linearly interpolate back on the fine grid for211

visualization purposes. From the latter plot, a large-scale component of this field that emerges in212

the return flow area. The region of the separated jet exhibits a stronger signal whereas the region213

near the boundaries also exhibit intense magnitude signal. We emphasize one more time that this214

term (� (k′, @′))is very important to establish the flow pattern that we described earlier: this term215

is of the same order of magnitude as the other terms in Eq. (10) and if it were absent, the mean216

flow would be quite different.217

It is also important to note that the pattern in Fig. 3a clearly has not converged because when218

we sum all the terms in Eq. (10), viz. � (k,@) + � (k′, @′) + VE − �4∇4@ − A1∇2k − �, we get a219

noisy field (similar to Fig. 3a), whereas we should actually get zero everywhere if the model were220

run long enough ( m@
mC
∼ 0; not shown). With the purpose of formulating a deterministic model for221

the eddy rectification term, some spatial smoothing is appropriate in order to filter out stochastic222

variability. If we admit that the smoothed � (k′, @′) is the deterministic part and that � (k′, @′)223

should converge towards its smoothed version, we can estimate the number of samples we need224

for convergence with a maximum of 10% error. Indeed the standard error of the mean is given225

by f/
√
= where f is the standard deviation of the time series at a given point and = the number226

of samples. If we want the errorbar to be 10% of the value of the mean <, the 95% confidence227

interval on the mean for that tolerance is given by 0.1< = 2f/
√
= such that = = 400f2/<2. We get228

an estimate of = = 105 samples to get this 10% precision for the mean. This corresponds to 104
229

years of simulation which is clearly out of reach in the current setup. We have tested this using the230

2740 years of output from Kondrashov and Berloff (2015) and found the convergence to be very231
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Fig. 2: Snapshots and time-mean of potential energy and kinetic energy diagnosed from the CTRL
run. A snapshot of the eddy kinetic and potential are shown in panels a and b. Their time mean in
panels c and d. The mean kinetic and potential energy are shown in panels e and f. Units: m2 s−2
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slow (personal communication with Pavel Berloff). The fact that such a long integration is required232

for accurate statistics is problematic from an eddy closure perspective, namely the eddy statistics233

of today would depend on the dynamical state of the system thousands of years in the past. This234

conundrum also highlights the need for a closure for the eddy rectification.235
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Fig. 3: The raw � (k′, @′) and � (k′, @′) smoothed by averaging 16 neighboring grid points and
linearly interpolated back on the fine grid a,b.

3. The sub-grid PV model236

Our goal is now to see if we can approximate � (k′, @′) with a dynamical equation for the perturbed237

quantities. Given a mean flow, the eddy or sub-grid PV equation (Eq. 12) can be prognostically238

solved with the caveat of the ‘unknown’ eddy rectification forcing � (k′, @′) which appears on the239

right-hand side of Eq. (12). We are going to test two strategies to handle this term: (i) we will240

simply remove it, and (ii) we are going to propose a spatial filter approach. It is also important241

to note that the eddy dynamics is driven only by the presence of the barred variables in the eddy242

equation. In this section, we take the time mean field of CTRL run for these barred variables. With243

this choice, we will test now if the eddy model is able to reproduce the eddy dynamics described244

in the previous section.245

In the remainder of this paper, we adopt the following convention: we write with a prime (e.g.246

k′), the diagnosed eddy field from the CTRL run, and with a dagger (e.g. k†) the prognostic eddy247

dynamics that result from the explicit time integration of the sub-grid model (Eq. 12) with the248
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mean flow (k,@) from the CTRL run as the input (Table 1). Namely,249

m@†

mC
+ � (k†, @†) + � (k,@†) + � (k†, @) + VE† = �4∇4@† + A1∇2k† +R , (17)

where we have replaced the primes with daggers to signify the reinterpretation from eddy to250

sub-grid. We have also replaced � (k′, @′) by R as we are going to design a parameterization for251

� (k′, @′). Our aim is to build a sub-grid model for which %�†,  �† and � (k†, @†) mimic %�′,252

 �′ and � (k′, @′) diagnosed from the CTRL run.253

Notation Description

(·) Time mean

(̃·) Low-pass spatial filter (Appendix A)

(·)′ Eddy terms about the time mean diagnosed from the mesoscale-resolving full model

(·)† Prognostic eddy terms from the sub-grid model

 �′, %�′ Time mean of the eddy kinetic and potential energy diagnosed from the CTRL run

 �†, %�† Time mean of the kinetic and potential energy diagnosed from the sub-grid model

� (k′, @′), � (k†, @†) Eddy rectification diagnosed from the CTRL run and sub-grid model respectively
by taking the time mean of the simulation outputs

R Eddy rectification forcing (i.e. the target of parameterization)

Table 1: Definition of the notations.

a. No eddy rectification forcing (R = 0)254

With the lack of a good predictor for the eddy rectification forcing, we can start by examining the255

sub-grid model (Eq. 17) without it on the right-hand side (viz. R = 0). We recall that Eq. (17) with256

R = 0 has mostly been used to simulate local turbulence in doubly-periodic patches of the ocean257

with uniform shear (e.g. Venaille et al. 2011; Grooms et al. 2013), whereas we now apply and solve258

this equation prognostically in the entire domain with a large-scale flow that varies in space.259

For white noise initial conditions, we can decompose the run in several stages: we first observe260

a linear growth of the most unstable modes mainly in the jet and near the northern and southern261

boundary. The duration of this phase is on the same order of magnitude as the inverse linear growth262

rate (see Appendix B, Fig. B1a). We then enter another transient phase during which a large-scale263

pattern emerges in the PV field, and after this transient phase, we reach a statistical steady state.264
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To illustrate this last regime, we plot in Fig. 4 the mean potential and kinetic energy as well as265

snapshot of these two fields. There are several important things to notice: first we note that %�†266

(Fig. 4d) is very different from %�′ (Fig. 2d): %�† is maximum along the western boundary and267

does not really reflect the eddies that were present in the jet in the CTRL run. In fact when we look268

at a snapshot of potential energy (Fig. 4b), we see that this potential energy field is the sum of a269

large-scale and small-scale flow.270

Everywhere in the domain, the mean kinetic energy in this sub-grid run (Fig. 4c) is weaker than271

the mean eddy kinetic energy diagnosed from the CTRL run (Fig. 2c), viz.  �† <  �′. The lower272

energy levels in eddy kinetic and potential energy is also apparent in the isotropic wavenumber273

spectra (Fig. 5; compare the black solid and dotted lines). We compute the eddy kinetic and274

potential energy spectra ( |û|
2

2 and |1̂ |
2

2#2 respectively where ˆ(·) is the Fourier transformed amplitude)275

over the whole domain of the first layer using the xrft Python package (Uchida et al. 2021b) and276

taper the fields with the Hann window as is commonly done when computing the spectra (Uchida277

et al. 2017; Khatri et al. 2018; Ajayi et al. 2020). The periodogram is computed every 23 days over278

the last 580 days of output and then averaged.279

In the eddy run, we still see a local kinetic energy ( �†) maximum in the middle of the domain280

where the mean jet is and we also observe deformation radius size eddies in the rest of the gyre281

(Fig. 4a). Such difference between %�† and  �† where we see larger scale patterns in the282

former indicates that in this eddy run, energy is stored in the large-scale buoyancy field rather283

than in small-scale eddies. We interpret these energy maps in the light of the inverse cascade in284

quasi geostrophy that fluxes energy toward larger scales (Charney 1971; Vallis 2006). Because285

of this inverse cascade, we see the appearance of a large-scale pattern superimposed on top of286

the prescribed large-scale circulation (i.e. k and @ in Eq. 12). The sum of these two large-scale287

solutions as we see in Fig. 4d corresponds to a less baroclinically unstable state and hence weaker288

eddies (see Fig. 4a).289

We also plot in Fig. 6a the eddy stream function for the same snapshot as the one plotted in Fig. 2,290

and in Fig. 6b the sub-grid stream function of the sub-grid model for the same snapshot as in Fig. 4.291

This plot confirms the differences already highlighted of a weaker baroclinicity in the eddy run292

and also shows that large-scale Rossby waves present in the eddy field diagnosed from the CTRL293

run (k′; Fig. 6a) are not present in the eddy model (k†; Fig. 6b). This is probably because Rossby294
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Fig. 4: Snapshots and time-mean of kinetic and potential energy diagnosed from the eddy model
with no forcing (R = 0). The snapshots are shown in panels a and b, and their time means in c and
d respectively. Units: m2 s−2.

waves in the full model are triggered by intense eddies in the meandering jet. Since this model295

only produces mild eddies, there are no Rossby wave that will emerge in the eddy model. Another296

possibility is that Rossby waves are excited by the winds (� in Eq. 9), which project themselves297

onto the temporally varying fields of k′, whereas the sub-grid model (k†) has no input to excite298

such waves.299

The interesting point is that without the eddy rectification forcing, the large-scale pattern in k†300

that emerges corresponds to a the cyclonic gyre (in blue) is in the southern part of the domain and301

the anticyclonic gyre (red) is in the northern part of the domain (Fig. 6b), which is precisely the302

opposite from the stream function in the CTRL run. We interpret this large-scale pattern in k† as303
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5: The isotropic wavenumber spectra taken over the whole domain for kinetic and potential
energy in the first layer a, b. The energies diagnosed from the CTRL run are shown in solid black,
from the sub-grid model with no forcing in dotted red (R = 0), and from the sub-grid model with
the varying spatial filter approach in solid red lines respectively. The sub-grid models at coarser
resolutions (256 and 128 grid points; Appendix C) are shown in green dashed and dotted lines
respectively.

the result of the rectification of the large-scale flow by small-scale eddies: the eddies tend to create304

a flow that opposes the large-scale forcing from the CTRL output (k). As already noted with the305

energy diagnostics, the intensity of the eddy activity increases near the central latitude and near the306

western boundary. Near the central latitude, the eddies tend to form an eastward jet, which is also307

the opposite of what is observed in the CTRL run (a western boundary current that penetrates into308

the domain as a westward flowing jet). Although a similar mechanism of the eddies counteracting309

the mean flow is well known in the Southern Ocean where the overturning circulation by eddies310

counter balance the mean Ekman steepening of isopycnals (e.g. Sinha and Abernathey 2016), we311

conclude that the solution produced by the sub-grid model (k†) is not a fair reproduction of the312

eddy dynamics in the CTRL run (k′; Fig. 6). We show in section 3b, however, that we have313

some success in recovering the eddy dynamics from the dagger fields by parameterizing the eddy314

rectification forcing.315

We now focus on the rectification term � (k†, @†) (the mean of second term on the left-hand316

side of Eq. 17) that emerges in this simulation from the white-noise initial condition and plot this317

field in Fig. 7. The field is smoothed in a similar manner to as described in section 2d where we318

average 16 neighboring grid points and linearly interpolate back on the fine grid for visualization319

purposes. The smoothed � (k†, @†) shares many common features with the diagnosed rectification320

term (� (k′, @′); Fig. 3): both fields are positive (negative) in the subpolar (subtropical) gyre. The321
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Fig. 6: The eddy stream function k′ diagnosed from the CTRL run and sub-grid stream function
k† simulated from the sub-grid model with no forcing (R = 0) a,b.

magnitude of this term is intensified in the region of the separated jet with roughly the same322

alternance of positive and negative pattern. Lastly, the boundary dynamics is also of the same323

sign. The main difference is that the simulated field � (k†, @†) is weaker in magnitude than the324

diagnosed field (Fig. 3). The agreement in spatial patterns between these two fields is pleasing325

given the discrepancies of the dynamics in the two simulations (cf. Figs. 2, 4, 6).326
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Fig. 7: � (k†, @†) diagnosed from the sub-grid model without forcing (R = 0), smoothed by
averaging 16 neighboring grid points and linearly interpolated back on the fine grid.

This experiment suggests that eddy dynamics feedback onto the large-scale dynamics via the327

inverse cascade. In the eddy model, this feedback on the large-scale potential energy concurs to328
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flatten isopycnal surfaces and effectively shuts off the generation of eddies via baroclinic instability.329

We conclude that although the term � (k′, @′) has no impact on the domain-integrated energetics330

of the eddy flow, it is actually very important to counteract the inverse cascade and prevent the331

formation of spurious large-scale mode in the eddy flow. Even though the stream function itself we332

get from the sub-grid model is different from the diagnosed eddy stream function from the CTRL333

run, we get at this point a viable candidate for the rectification of the large-scale flow by the eddies334

(� (k†, @†)). This result itself is already a big improvement compared to the regional models of335

Venaille et al. (2011). We recall that the main difference between the present study and Venaille336

et al. (2011) is that they used regional model with periodic boundary conditions whereas we run the337

eddy model for the entire domain. With this strategy we do capture the non-local eddy/mean-flow338

interaction that is impossible to capture with regional models. In the remainder of this section, we339

propose a parameterization for R in Eq. (17) and show that we can improve the eddy statistics and340

� (k†, @†).341

b. Parameterizing the eddy rectification forcing (R)342

As noted earlier, the field � (k†, @†) is very slow to converge, and so cannot be computed in343

practice as a parameterization of R to run the sub-grid model. In order to parameterize � (k†, @†),344

we propose to use the idea developed by Pedlosky (1984), Grooms et al. (2011) and others to345

decompose the flow into a large-scale component and a small-scale component. In a similar way346

to the definition of the time mean, we introduce the spatial scale decomposition for a field k as347

k = k̃ +k∗ , (18)

where k̃ and k∗ are respectively the large-scale and small-scale components of the field k. Based348

on Pedlosky’s scale decomposition, the large-scale flow evolves on a slow time scale and the small-349

scale flow evolves on a fast time scale (Pedlosky 1987). We accomplish such scale decomposition350

by enforcing @† to remain a small-scale field351

m@̃†

mC
= 0 , (19)
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which implies, if we set the initial condition of @̃† |C=0 = 0 then @† = @†∗ is satisfied for all time.352

Because of the equivalence between the slow time scale and large-scale spatial scale, our hope is353

that enforcing Eq.19 will be equivalent to enforcing @† = 0. Note that in the run with R = 0, we354

clearly did not have @† = 0. We use this argument to parameterize R as a damping of the large-scale355

flow356

R = − @̃
†

g 5
, (20)

where @̃† in Eq. (17) is relaxed towards zero on a three-day time scale (g 5 ; see Appendix A2 for357

details on the numerical implementation). With this parameterization of the rectification term,358

we can already anticipate that the spatial filtering strategy will not work well in the region of the359

separated jet where there is no clear scale separation between the eddy flow and the mean flow (cf.360

Jamet et al. 2021). However, as we shall see, this strategy works well in the rest of the domain.361

We illustrate the effect of the spatial filter operator (Eq. (18) in Fig. 8 where we plot the same362

sub-grid stream function as the one used in Fig. 4 along with its large-scale and small-scale363

component. We do this scale separation by applying a low-pass filter with a discrete wavelet364

transform (numerical details of the implementation are provided in Appendix A). In Fig. 8, we365

use a cutoff length scale of _2 = 500 km. In the large-scale pattern, we recognize a cyclonic and366

anticyclonic gyre, and a weak jet in the middle that we described earlier.367
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Fig. 8: Low pass and high pass filtered sub-grid stream function diagnosed from the sub-grid
model with R = 0 a,b. The eddy stream function spatially decomposed is the one in Fig. 6b.
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The last point that remains to be specified before we can use this parameterization of R is the368

cutoff length scale _2 for the filter. We performed many tests with either uniform _2 or spatially369

varying _2. We present here our best results obtained with non-uniform _2.370

We see in Fig. 2a that the patch of high eddy kinetic energy has horizontal dimensions on the371

order of 1000 km. In the region of the separated jet, there is thus no clear scale separation between372

the eddy flow and the mean flow. To a certain extent, this corroborates what we observe in the373

instability analysis (Appendix B). In Fig. B1, we see that in the region of the separated jet, the374

most unstable mode has a characteristic length scale _ = 300 km compared to the most unstable375

length scale in the return flow which is _ = 230 km. We use this information to build a filter with376

non-uniform length scale in the form of _2 = U_, and we set U = 4.5 to get _2 ∼ $ (1000 km) in377

the area of the return flow.We plot in Fig. 9 the final map of _2 which corresponds to a smoothed378

version of the most unstable length scale (see Appendix B). As desired, _2 has values on the order379

of 1000 km with a maximum of 1350 km in the region of the separated jet and a minimum of380

850 km near the north-east and south-east corners.381

From hereon, when we refer to the sub-grid model (Eq. 17), R is that of described in Eq. (20)382

(i.e. the linear tendency of low-pass filtered sub-grid PV). We now run the sub-grid model with383

the same mean flow (k) as in section 3a: namely the mean variables from the CTRL run.384
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Fig. 9: The cut-off length scale (_2) based on the instability length scale.

We plot the energy diagnostics in Fig. 10. Comparing Fig. 10c,d with Fig. 4c,d, we see that385

using this R in Eq. (17) succeeds in increasing the eddy amplitude overall and in particular around386

the separated jet (compared to the solution with R = 0). The energy levels come closer to the387
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eddy field diagnosed from the CTRL run (Figs. 2c and 2d), which is also apparent in the isotropic388

wavenumber spectra (Fig. 5). We see clear increase in energy from the run with R = 0 and that389

the varying spatial filter approach captures energy levels close to the diagnosed eddy kinetic and390

potential energy except for the smallest wavenumbers (largest spatial scales; compare the black391

solid and red dashed lines in Fig. 5). This is expected as we extract the large-scale component with392

the spatial filter.393
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Fig. 10: Potential energy and kinetic energy diagnosed from the eddy model where R is imple-
mented with the variable length scale filter. The snapshots are shown in panels a and b, and their
time means in c and d respectively. Units: m2 s−2.

If our parameterization were perfect, time averaging Eq. (17) would return the balance394

� (k†, @†) = R (21)
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because the linear terms should vanish. Although the balance in Eq. (21) requires there to be a395

clear scale separation between the eddy and mean flow, we expect the balance to approximately396

hold, viz. k† ∼ @† ∼ 0 for a converged simulation.397

We plot in Fig. 11, � (k†, @†) smoothed by 16 neighboring grid points and R. (The difference398

between Fig. 11a and 7 is in Eq. (17) prognostically solved with and without the eddy rectification399

parameterization on the right-hand side.) We first see that � (k†, @†) captures the same patterns as400

the diagnosed field from the CTRL run (� (k′, @′); Fig. 3b). We also see improvements compared401

to the run without the rectification forcing (R = 0). Along with this visual comparison, we plot in402

Fig. 12 the joint histogram of � (k′, @′) and � (k†, @†). We see that this joint histogram aligns more403

around the one-to-one line with the varying spatial filter approach compared to when R = 0. If we404

now compare � (k†, @†) and R, we see that the latter captures the large-scale pattern in the return405

flow of the gyre but misses the small-scale variability in the separated jet and right at the western406

boundary. We could have anticipated the lack of small-scale variability in R because of the nature407

of our filter which only retains the large-scale component of � (k†, @†). In the separated jet, the408

agreement between � (k′, @′) and R is poor and we face here the limits of approximating the time409

average by a low-pass spatial filter (Eq. 20). Reducing the length scale of the filter is problematic410

because it degrades the quality of the eddy solution (not shown). Nevertheless, even with this bias,411

the rectification term (� (k†, @†)) compares well with the diagnosed rectification (� (k′, @′); Figs. 3412

and 11). We show the resolution dependence of the sub-grid model given the same background413

flow from the CTRL run in Appendix C.414

Lastly, we note that Eq. (21) is complimentary to a recent work by Porta Mana and Zanna (2014)415

and Grooms and Zanna (2017) where they find a local relation �� (k∗, @∗) '∇2 �@̃
�C
. We emphasize416

that by explicitly solving for Eq. (17) and parameterizing the eddy rectification forcing with417

Eq. (20), the parameterization incorporates non-local effects as it partially balances the advective418

term on the left-hand side. Notably, in a recent work, Berloff et al. (2021) achieved such non-local419

closure by diagnosing the eddy rectification forcing term as the mismatch between the left-hand420

and right-hand side of a coarse-grained PV equation, viz.421

R '
[
m@̃

mC
+ � (k̃, @̃) + VẼ + �4∇4@̃ + A1∇2k̃

]
− �̃, (22)
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Fig. 11: � (k†, @†) diagnosed from the eddymodelwith the varying spatial filter approach, smoothed
by averaging 16 neighboring grid points and linearly interpolated back on the fine grid, and
R = @̃†/g 5 a,b.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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(R
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Fig. 12: Joint histogram of the spatially smoothed � (k′, @′) and � (k†, @†) for the first and second
layer plotted against a logarithmic scaling (the masked out regions have zero values). The left
column shows the run with no forcing (R = 0) a,c, and right the run with the varying spatial filter
approach b,d. The one-to-one line is shown in grey dashed lines. The histograms were computed
using the xhistogram Python package (Abernathey et al. 2021).
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and then plugging it along with k̃, @̃ into the sub-grid equation (Eq. 17). While our approach is422

similar, the difference is in how the eddy rectification forcing is defined: we define it by applying423

a low-pass spatial filter to the sub-grid stream function (Appendix A; whereas they use the full PV424

equation).425

4. Modification of the mean flow due to the eddy rectification term426

The procedure described in the previous section demonstrates that the sub-grid model can fairly427

reproduce the “true” eddy dynamics given a prescribed background flow. There is one caveat,428

however, which is precisely the specification of this background flow. Indeed from an eddy429

parameterization perspective, taking @ as the mean of high resolution model (as we did so far) is430

very different than taking @ from a coarse resolution model which has never seen properly resolved431

eddies. This is because the unstable modes are very different when the eddies are resolved or not432

and so we expect the eddy dynamics to be function of the background flow. In this section, we433

first explore the sensitivity of the eddy model with respect to the background flow. Another related434

question is how our sub-grid model modifies the mean flow by feeding back onto it via the eddy435

rectification forcing.436

a. Non-eddying full model and mesoscale-resolving sub-grid model437

In order to see how the eddy model performs in the more realistic situation where @ comes form438

a coarse resolution model, we now run a coarse full QG model (Eq. 5) with the same parameters439

as CTRL except we lower the resolution to ΔG ≈ 78.13 km and increase the bi-harmonic viscosity440

to �4 = 6.25× 1011 m4 s−1 and also use a harmonic viscosity with �2 = 1000 m2 s−1. Hereon441

we call this configuration the REF run. In this coarse resolution model, the flow converges to a442

stationary state with almost no variability. This mean flow has less potential energy than CTRL443

and the mid-latitude eastward jet is very weak (see Fig. 13). Note that we spun up the coarse full444

model without any rectification term with white noise initial conditions.445

The sub-grid model itself is still Eq. (17) which now takes the time mean of the coarse model as446

barred variables, and for R we use a spatial filter with uniform cutoff length scale _2 = 1000 km447

(simply because the unstable modes of the mean flow of REF exhibit an almost uniform pattern448

for both the instability time scale and the instability length scale). A snapshot of the eddies and449
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diagnosed eddy rectification from the eddy model are shown in Fig. 13. The eddy activity resemble450

the CTRL run near the western boundary but lacks the signature in the separated jet region (Figs. 2a451

and 13a). As a consequence, the eddy rectification of the separated jet in the domain interior is452

negligible (Fig. 13b).453
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Fig. 13: Snapshot of the EKE of the eddy model driven by the low resolution background flow,
namely the outputs from REF a. The contours show the time-mean reference stream function from
the low resolution REF run. b � (k†, @†) diagnosed from the high resolution eddy model driven by
the low resolution background flow, and then smoothed by 16 neighboring grid points and linearly
interpolated back on the fine grid.

b. Impact of the rectification on the large-scale flow454

In order to see how we can use this eddy parameterization for coarse resolution models, we now455

turn our attention to Eq. (10), which we have not used thus far. The only difference between this456

equation and the full model is the presence of the rectification term � (k′, @′) and the purpose of457

this study was to propose a closure for this term. We can now use either � (k†, @†) or R as an458

approximation for � (k′, @′) and plug it into Eq. (10) to see how it would in turn modify the flow459

of the coarse resolution model. Note that R is barred: R = −@̃†/g 5 . Under stationary forcing460

conditions as we have set up here (� = �), a converged flow would give m@

mC
∼ 0. Hence, we gave461

the eddy rectification forcing as its time mean to a priori remove time dependency. Namely, we462

replaced � (k′, @′) on the right-hand side of Eq. (10) with R. We first note in Fig. 13b that the463

magnitude of this term is comparable to the wind stress forcing in the western part of the basin464

(not shown). Also, compared to the wind forcing, this term has a vertical structure (not shown;465
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whereas the wind forcing is only present in the surface layer). Hence, we expect the rectification466

to have a significant impact on the mean flow.467

When we integrate in time the coarse resolution model with the rectification term, the circulation468

changes in a couple of places. We plot in Fig. 14a-b the change in the stream function when469

we force the coarse model with � (k†, @†) and R respectively. Both of these runs undergo very470

similar changes so it does not really matter which of these term we choose to force the coarse471

resolution model. Both runs exhibit a weakening of the western boundary current (patch of color472

of the opposite sign as the mean circulation). However, the rectification strengthen the separated473

jet (patch of color of the same sign as the mean circulation).474

Since the resolution of the full model is non-eddying, a common eddy parameterization to475

implement would be the GM parameterization (cf. Eq. 11). We implement it in the QG model and476

we use a diffusivity coefficient (^GM = 1000 m2 s−1 applied only to buoyancy, equivalently the layer477

thickness in quasi geostrophy; cf. Uchida et al. 2021a). As GM is intended to mimic the baroclinic478

process of reducing PE, it would tend to further weaken the separated jet, which is what we see479

over the entire domain (blue in the subtropical and red in the subpolar gyre; Fig. 14c). The two480

runs with the eddy rectification forcing, on the other hand, tends to sharpen and strengthen the jet481

upon separation near the western boundary as we see between the meridional extent of 150–350 km482

(Fig. 14b,c). In other words, our closure captures the energy backscattering from the "sub-grid"483

eddies onto the coarse full flow as they would if the eddy model were run until it reaches statistical484

convergence (see the similarity between Fig. 14b,c). The benefit of using R instead of � (k†, @†) is485

that it converges much faster than directly diagnosing � (k†, @†), reducing the computational cost486

by a factor of $ (102). We have shown that for a non-eddying resolution, our closure provides a487

potential path forward to go beyond GM.488

5. Conclusions and discussion489

In this study, we have examined the eddy rectification term, which encapsulates the net eddy490

feedback onto the mean flow, from a quasi-geostrophic (QG) double gyre simulation. In doing so,491

we decompose the QG potential vorticity (PV) into its mean flow, defined by a time mean, and492

eddies as the fluctuations about the mean. This paper is an attempt to estimate the rectification493

term � (k′, @′) based on the knowledge of the mean flow only. For that purpose, we solve an eddy494
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Fig. 14: Color: The difference in stream function between the coarse reference run with R = 0 and
coarse runs with eddy closures ([m2 s−1]). Contours: Stream function of the low resolution REF
run. The run with � (k†, @†) smoothed by 16 neighboring grid points a, with R b, and with GM
only c

equation that describes the dynamics of the perturbation around that mean flow. Since we solve for495

the perturbation equation, we now need a closure for non-linear interaction between the perturbation496

variables as is always the case in closure problems. We have shown that we can use the eddy model497

(Eq. 17) to diagnose the eddy rectification term without any closure. With R = 0, the eddy model498

gives a rough estimate for the rectification term diagnosed from themesoscale-resolving full model,499

viz. � (k†, @†) ∼ � (k′, @′) (Figs. 3b and 7). The improvement compared to previous studies for500

which local closures were developed in a doubly periodic regional model (Venaille et al. 2011) is501

that we solve the eddy model at the basin scale thus allowing non-local eddy feedback. However,502

the fact that a large-scale component of the sub-grid stream function itself (k̃†) emerges opposing503
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the background flow without the eddy rectification forcing, which is not apparent in the eddy504

stream function diagnosed from the full model (k′), perhaps warrants some attention (Figs. 6 and505

8a). We have shown that approximating the eddy rectification forcing with the spatially-filtered506

eddy PV (R = −@̃†/g 5 ) improves the eddy kinetic and potential energy and � (k†, @†) (Figs. 5,507

10–12). In other words, we have provided a closure to circumvent the necessity to diagnose the508

mean properties of eddy-eddy interaction from an eddy resolving simulation (section 3).509

Once the eddy rectification forcing is estimated from the (sub-grid) eddy model (R; Eqs. 10510

and 17), we can then use this term in the mean flow model (Eq. (10)) as a forcing term on the511

right-hand side. For a coupled system between the mean flow and sub-grid model, this leads512

to a process where we march forward in time by: i) re-interpreting the mean flow model as the513

full model at non-mesoscale-resolving resolutions, ii) feeding the resolved flow to the sub-grid514

model as the background flow with the parameterization for the eddy rectification forcing (R),515

and iii) from which we force the full model with the eddy rectification forcing estimated from the516

eddy model (R). This is similar to other energy backscatter parameterization studies where they517

solve the (sub-grid) eddy energy equation and take that as a forcing for the resolved momentum518

equation (e.g. Jansen et al. 2019; Juricke et al. 2019; Perezhogin 2019). Here, we have formulated519

a deterministic closure based on PV instead of energy; PV is a more fundamental variable in quasi520

geostrophy as it is materially conserved while energy is only conserved in the volume integrated521

sense. Our approach of parameterizing the eddy rectification term via a spatially-filtered eddy522

stream function is complementary to a recent work by Mana and Zanna (2014) and Grooms and523

Zanna (2017) where they find a closure for the rectification term in relation to the low-pass filtered524

PV. One major difference here is that while their closure was local, we have accounted for non-local525

effects by approximating the eddy rectification forcing prognostically from the eddy model (cf.526

Berloff et al. 2021).527

As a first step towards a PV-based coupled closure, we have emphasized the importance of solving528

the sub-grid model explicitly and provided a proof of concept by solving the ‘partially’ coupled529

systemwithin theQG framework. We denote ‘partially’ as the eddy rectification forcingwe gave the530

full model at non-eddying resolution was the time mean of the rectification predicted from the sub-531

gridmodel (R). This has to duewith the fact that we decompose the eddy-mean flowwith a temporal532

averaging. While the temporal averaging was chosen originally to examine the eddy model under533
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a prescribed double-gyre background flow and to allow for commutability between the averaging534

operator and spatial derivatives, this makes the coupling process and interpretation convoluted in535

our case. In other words, if the averaging operator were orthogonal to the time dimension, we536

would have @total = @coarse +@† at each time step where @coarse here is the full PV resolved at coarse537

resolution. In such case, the total eddy kinetic energy would become  �′total =  �′coarse + �†538

where we would be able to directly compare it with the eddy kinetic energy from the CTRL run.539

Nevertheless, we have shown that our time-mean eddy rectification forcing sharpens the jet as the540

eddies would if they were resolved when the full model is non-eddying (section 4).541

We also tested a case where the full model was mesoscale-permitting (ΔG = 19.5 km; �4 =542

6.25×1011 m4 s−1). The idea was to examine how an eddy model would perform if the full model543

also partially resolved the eddies. We followed the same procedure as described in section 4: i) run544

the full model without the rectification (R = 0), ii) diagnose the time-mean rectification (R) from545

the sub-gridmodel taking themean flow from the full model as its background flow, and iii) plug the546

rectification into the full model as forcing. However, as the full model was already baroclinically547

unstable and partially resolved eddies, the process led to the full model having weaker eddies in548

step (iii); the eddies which fed off of the mean flow of the full model in step (ii) resulted in giving549

a rectification forcing that actually reduced the instability of the full flow in step (iii). In hindsight,550

this may have been expected as the eddies, if resolved, tend to extract PE from the background551

flow. For the case where the full model was non-eddying, the resolved flow was never unstable so552

the reduction in PE upon iteration did not happen.553

While we have attempted to design a deterministic super parameterization where one explicitly554

solves the sub-grid processes, it is possible that we are facing the limit of deterministic closures for555

the mesoscale-permitting regime and that stochastic and/or machine learning approaches may need556

to be considered (Bauer et al. 2020; Guillaumin and Zanna 2021; Frezat et al. 2021). Nonetheless,557

we have shown that our closure improves the eddy model in representing the eddies in comparison558

to them diagnosed from a mesoscale-resolving full model. Lastly, one may ask how our results559

can be extended to primitive equation models. In primitive equations, the eddy Ertel PV flux560

encapsulates the eddy feedback onto the mean flow (Young 2012). In other words, a closure based561

on Ertel PV may allow one to capture the eddy variability in a primitive eddy model.562
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As an alternative to our spatial filtering approach, we hypothesize that is possible to obtain the563

rectification term through iteratively solving for Eq. (12) as the Fixed-Point Theoremwould predict.564

As we discussed in section 3a, the sub-grid model without any forcing term (R = 0) produces a565

good first guess of the rectification term, namely the mean of � (k†, @†) on the left-hand side of566

Eq. (12) (Fig. 7). The idea is then to re-run the sub-grid model with this first guess as the forcing567

term (R = � (k†, @†)) and repeat this iterative procedure until convergence is reached. We already568

know that this convergence is extremely slow (order of million of eddy time scale; section 2d)569

so this process cannot be practically done with the raw estimate of the rectification term but may570

be possible for its spatially smoothed version. The proof for mathematical convergence of this571

iterative process is beyond the scope of this study.572
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APPENDIX A583

Numerical implementation584

A1. Spatial filter585

The discrete wavelet transform bears some resemblance with the multigrid solver. We define a586

set of grids from the finest model resolution 2= × 2= to the coarsest resolution 20 × 20 (one grid587

point). In our high resolution model (512× 512), there are =+ 1 = 10 sets of grids. The two key588

operations in the filtering procedure are:589

• The restriction R for which we coarsen a field by averaging 4 neighboring points;590

• The prolongation P for which we refine a field by linear interpolation of neighboring points.591

Let’s suppose a field k; is defined on a grid of level ; (2; ×2;). Then we have592

k;−1 =R (k;), (A1)

We define the wavelet coefficients at level ; as593

k̆; = k; −P(k;−1). (A2)
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Hence from the wavelet coefficients, one can reconstruct the field at the finest grid with an iterative594

procedure. The wavelet coefficients at level ; hold the information about the structure of the field595

at length scale of the grid size Δ;. To high pass filter a field with a cutoff length scale _2 = Δ: ,596

we simply need to set to zero the wavelet coefficients k̆; for ; < : . In the case where _2 varies597

smoothly in space, we can zero the wavelet coefficients locally only.598

A2. Computation of R599

We propose to approximate R as a damping term on the large-scale part of @† as shown in600

Eq. (20). However, the filtering operation can be numerically expensive. Also, because the large-601

scale component of @† grows on a slow time scale, we chose to periodically (every three days)602

remove the large-scale component of @† in Eq. (17). We chose this three-day period because603

it is comparable to the eddy time scale and was short enough compared to the time needed for604

large-scale mode to build up observed in Fig. 8a, which is on the order of years. Lastly, we605

found that removing the large-scale component of @† is less efficient than removing the large-scale606

component of k† and then applying the linear operator L to k̃†. With the latter technique, we take607

the derivative of the filtered field which does not create a spurious large-scale component. When608

the order of operation is the other way around (first filter @† and then invert the elliptic equation609

(Eq. 1) to compute k†), we observed a spurious large-scale component in k†. Hence, every three610

days, we add the term611

R = −L(k̃
†)

ΔC
, (A3)

to the right-hand side of Eq. (17) for only one time step (ΔC) and then set R = 0 the rest of the time.612

This is equivalent to keeping R = −L(k̃†)/g 5 constant for the three-day duration until we update613

it for the next three days. To see the equivalence, the number of time steps within every three days614

is = 5 = g 5 /ΔC. Therefore, the cumulative effect of R over the three-day period is615

−L(k̃
†)

g 5
= 5 = −

L(k̃†)
ΔC

+0× (= 5 −1), (A4)

where the left-hand side is what we have in Eq. (20).616
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This time scale separation is similar to ocean models where the barotropic and baroclinic617

modes are solved with different time stepping (cf. Marshall et al. 1997). The relaxation by our618

parameterization damps the large-scale component of @†, i.e. m@̃
†

mC
∼ 0.619

APPENDIX B620

Linear stability analysis621

In this appendix, we perform a linear stability analysis of the mean state of the CTRL run described622

in section 2d. Methods to perform such analysis have been reported elsewhere (e.g. Vallis 2006;623

Smith 2007; Tulloch et al. 2011; Uchida et al. 2017) and we only recall the main steps here. From624

the eddy equation (Eq. 12), we drop the non-linear advective term as well as the rectification term625

and replace k′ by one Fourier component626

k′ = k̂′(I) exp[8(:G + ;H−lC)] + 22 , (B1)

where 22 stands for complex conjugate. For each Fourier component, we get an equation with627

four unknown: k̂′(I), : , ;, and l, respectively the vertical structure of the Fourier mode, the628

zonal, meridional, and temporal wave number. We span the (:, ;) space in order to find k̂′(I) and629

l, which are the eigenvector and the eigenvalue of the equation. If the imaginary part of l is630

negative, the corresponding mode is exponentially decaying and the solution is stable but if the631

imaginary part of l is positive, the solution is unstable. In the (:, ;) space, the most unstable mode632

corresponds to the solution for which �<(l) is maximum. We call633

T =
1

max(:,;) (�<(l))
(B2)

the inverse growth rate of the most unstable mode, :< and ;<, the zonal and meridional wavelength634

of that most unstable mode, and635

_ =
2c√
:2
< + ;2<

, (B3)

the length scale of that mode. We plot T and _ in Fig. B1. One first important information from636

these plots is that the large-scale solution is unstable almost everywhere in the domain (except in the637

small white area at H = 2500 km near the eastern boundary). This was not obvious a priori because638
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we computed the most unstable mode with the same viscosity as the CTRL run and viscosity is639

known to damp instabilities. We divide the time scale pattern into three distinct dynamical regimes:640

the western boundary and the intergyre jet which have the fastest growing mode (order 20 days),641

the return flow near the northern and southern boundary for which the instability time scale is order642

60 days, and the rest of the domain for which the instability time scale is greater than 115 days643

(the colorbar saturates beyond this value). We do not consider the instability with long time scale644

because such long time scale is much bigger than the eddy time scale and become irrelevant for645

the eddy dynamics (local instability analysis is probably not relevant in areas with such long time646

scales). The instability length scale is noisier but overall in the area where T < 115 days, the647

length scale of the instability is 10 times the deformation radius (consistent with the canonical648

2-layer baroclinic instability; Cushman-Roisin and Beckers 2011).649
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Fig. B1: Time scale and length scale of the most unstable mode (computed at every fourth grid
point) a,b.

When we compare these plot with Fig. 2c, there does not seem to be an obvious link between the650

local instability parameter and the observed eddy kinetic energy. The path of the jet has a wider651

signature in the  �′ map than in the instability analysis. The demarcation between the return flow652

and the rest of the gyre that we observe in Fig. B1a also does not show up in the kinetic energy653

map. This confirms the conclusion of Grooms et al. (2013) who showed that the eddies observed at654

one given location are mostly not locally generated but emanate from areas afar (see also Venaille655

et al. 2011).656
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We use these two fields to build the length scale cutoff of the spatial filter. We start by simply657

setting _2 = _. However, we argue against using the raw value of _ as shown in Fig. B1b as this658

field is noisy and also because some instabilities are not relevant to the dynamics. The instabilities659

irrelevant to mesoscale dynamics occur in places where the instability time scale is greater than660

the advection time scale (which is on the order of 20 days in most of the gyre, not shown). To661

get rid of the non-relevant unstable modes, we adjust the value of _2 to 225 km everywhere where662

T > 115 days. We then smooth that field with a Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of 4.5663

grid points to get rid of the grid scale variations. Lastly, for each point of the domain, we create664

a halo of size U_2 over which we propagate the value of _2. We take U = 4.5. This is done to let665

enough space for all instabilities to develop around the formation site. Several halos overlap at one666

point and so for each point we retain the maximum value of all halos that are present at that point.667

We smooth the final map to damp the halo pattern that may have persisted. We plot the final map668

of _2 in Fig. 9.669

APPENDIX C670

The sub-grid model at coarser resolution with a prescribed background flow671

Given that the prognostic sub-grid model (Eq. 17) solved at mesoscale-resolving resolution is the672

best our method can achieve (section 3b), we examine the sensitivity of how our closure scales673

at coarser resolutions. We ran two additional cases of the sub-grid model with the resolution of674

∼ 19.5 km and ∼ 39 km (256 and 128 grid points respectively) keeping the parameters identical to675

the mesoscale-resolving run except for numerical viscosity. As noted earlier, the first deformation676

radius is around 25 km, so the two resolutions can be considered mesoscale permitting (Hallberg677

2013). The biharmonic viscosities were �4 = (6.25, 31.25) ×1010 m4 s−1 respectively. The mean678

flow and length scale of the spatial filter (_2) were provided by coarse graining them with a 2×2679

and 4× 4 box-car filter respectively. While we acknowledge there may be more sophisticated680

approaches to filter the background flow (Aluie et al. 2018; Grooms et al. 2021), the box-car filter681

is the simplest operator that commutes with spatial derivatives, and additional terms owing to682

non-commutative properties between the filter and derivatives do not arise upon coarse graining683

the background flow.684
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. C1: The time-mean of kinetic and potential energy diagnosed from the eddy model at coarser
resolutions with the varying spatial filter. The energies from the run with 256 grids are shown in
panels a and b, and 128 grids in c and d respectively. Units: m2 s−2.

We show in Fig. C1 the time mean of the eddy kinetic and potential energies from the two runs685

at coarser resolutions. Notably, the run with 256 grids and eddy rectification forcing performs686

better than the highest-resolution eddy model without the forcing (Figs. 4 and C1a,b) with the687

energy levels similar to the eddy energies diagnosed from the CTRL run in the separated jet region688

(Fig. 2). We also see this from the wavenumber spectra where in the spatial range of ∼ 300 km, the689

level of EKE is similar between  �† and  �′ (Fig. 5). Moving to the coarsest resolution, we see690

that the jet penetration into the gyre deteriorates due to insufficient resolution and high viscosity691

prohibiting the instabilities to grow (Fig. C1c,d). The lack of energy is apparent in the wavenumber692

spectra where they fall off too quickly with wavenumber (Fig. 5).693

With the numerical viscosity as a tuning parameter, we end this appendix by showing the694

dependency of the system on it. Figure C2 shows the ratio between domain integrated EKE695
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Fig. C2: A scatter plot showing the ratio between area integrated  �† and  �′ in the first layer,
and its dependence on the biharmonic viscosity. The runs with 256 grids are shown as black crosses
and 128 grids as red dots. Values larger than unity indicate that the coarse-resolution sub-grid
models are more energetic than the eddies in the mesoscale-resolving CTRL run.

diagnosed from the CTRL run and respectivemesoscale-permitting sub-gridmodels plotted against696

the numerical viscosity. The runs we show in Fig. C1 were taken from the runs with the highest697

viscosity respectively. As we decrease the viscosity, the level of EKE increases as expected, with698

the run with 128 grids showing a strong dependency. While the sub-grid model with a prescribed699

double-gyre background flow could be run stably with small numerical viscosity in respect to its700

resolution, the poorly resolved instabilities tended to excite Rossby waves in the gyre interior (not701

shown), which accumulated at the western boundary (the western boundary current is too zonally702

broad in Fig. C1c). This caused the domain integrated EKE to be larger than that diagnosed from703

the CTRL run, viz. values larger than unity in Fig. C2. The transition of the dynamical regime704

from Rossby waves to mesoscale eddies depending on model resolution has also been documented705

in realistic ocean simulations (Constantinou and Hogg 2021).706
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